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Introduction
Early childhood home visiting has policy and programmatic support for the past fifty years as a
strategy to promote child health and well-being. During this time, the traditional research
paradigm has been to conduct randomized trials to estimate the average effects of full home
visiting models.
This research has produced enough positive findings to form an evidence base that supports
investment in the scale up of home visiting and for designating specific models in which to invest.1
Such an evidence-based approach has been used for many initiatives, including the U.S. federally
funded Maternal Infant and Early Childhood Home Visiting program (MIECHV) and the Family First
Prevention Services Act (FFPSA) initiative. But in all fields, research methods must evolve to meet
needs for new knowledge.
Subject
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In the United States (as well as other contexts), home visiting has largely existed in the form of
overall program models comprising a package of supports to parents. Home visiting models
attempt to cover many different aspects of family and child functioning that can ultimately impact
health, development, and well-being. These models typically articulate elements of program
infrastructure, home visitor qualifications, program content and curricula, and visiting schedules.
Problems
Empirical research confirms generally positive overall home visiting effects on many outcomes,
but also reveals enduring challenges. One challenge is the persistently small average effect sizes
seen in many different randomized trials. The most recent national evaluation of MIECHV-funded
home visiting models is an example of this, with effect sizes ranging from 0.01 to 0.09.2 Another
challenge is engaging and keeping families in services. Many families leave services after
relatively short periods of time, which can be problematic for models with expectations of working
with families over a number of years.3
As a result, enrolled families vary considerably in their exposure to home visiting services, which
themselves cover many different elements of child and family functioning and serve heterogenous
populations and communities. But our research has not done well in unpacking this variability nor
in comparing the effectiveness of specific interventions within models and across diverse
subgroups of families and communities. We have not yet identified which interventions within
multi-faceted home visiting services are effective and whether effectiveness of specific
intervention components generalize across models.4
Research Context
Shifting this paradigm requires building the field's capacity to test the mediators and moderators
of interventions within home visiting. The Home Visiting Precision Paradigm, illustrated in the
figure below, provides a framework for such research. The Home Visiting Applied Research
Collaborative (HARC), a national research and development platform to improve the practice of
early childhood home visiting,5 has developed this paradigm, based on frameworks created to
categorize efforts at human behaviour change.6
Figure. Precision Paradigm
Image not found or type unknown
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The Precision Paradigm specifies how change is expected to occur by first defining intended
program outcomes, mechanisms of action and target behaviours to improve those outcomes. It
promotes designs to test the effects of specific intervention techniques and methods of delivery
on these mechanisms of action and through these, on target behaviours. Beyond this, it
incorporates the effects of context and intervention usage as moderators of intended impacts. A
primary interest is on the mediators of impacts on outcomes. For example, if a home visitor
provides information on the importance of early development, this may shift the parent’s
knowledge in a way that promotes positive parent-child interaction and, ultimately, positive child
development. But if this information is not relevant to the parent (e.g., a parent’s stress level does
not allow them to attend to this information), then increased child development knowledge will
not lead to improved parenting behaviour. The Paradigm drills down to the specifics of what home
visitors do and how their actions are intended to lead to short-term changes that prior research
has demonstrated will lead to achieving intended outcomes.
Key Research Questions
In simple terms, the new paradigm is designed to answer the question, What interventions within
home visiting work best, for which families, in which contexts, why and how?7 It is a useful
framework for addressing many related questions, including:
1. How clearly defined are the interventions that home visitors are expected to implement?
2. How well do implementation systems support home visitors in their interventions?
3. How are home visitors expected to modify interventions in light of family and community
factors, and how well does actual practice align with these expectations?
Recent Research Results
Emerging studies include a precision-based approach. One recent study focused on how home
visiting program models aim to promote positive birth outcomes.8 Representatives of five
evidence-based models defined their models' target behaviours to promote good birth outcomes
and their expectations for home visitors' use of 23 categories of behaviour change techniques to
promote parent's engagement in these target behaviours. Model representatives defined many
different pathways and saw most as compatible with their model, but varied in the number
required or recommended, as well as in the relative emphasis given to specific home visitor
techniques. The short answer from this study emphasizes variability, but it also suggests common
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ground for more sophisticated cross-model analyses of how home visitors provide support in
prenatal home visiting.
Other precision-based research has examined how home visitors using the Family Spirit program
model select different modules when working with different sub-populations of families. The
modular approach was developed in collaboration with local tribal stakeholders and program
implementers to ensure relevance,9 with a trial is currently in progress comparing this approach
against a conventional delivery of the program model that does not tailor services.10
Research Gaps
Shifting from a focus on comprehensive home visiting models to their underlying components is
not an easy task. Defining active ingredients in specific, testable ways will be an ongoing
challenge. Implementation has valued fidelity to models deemed evidence-based by previous
examinations, and we have not yet determined the best way understand tailoring in the context of
fidelity efforts, nor has traditional reporting of program implementation in efficacy trials been of
much help.11 Much previous work looking at moderating factors has relied on post-hoc subgroup
analyses and correlational examinations within a treatment group, not systematic comparisons of
different combinations of techniques or delivery mechanisms. Modern analytic techniques, such as
the multiphase optimization strategy (MOST), are just beginning to make their way into home
visiting research.12
Conclusions
Precision home visiting — evidence-based tailoring of services — a granular approach in the
design and testing of interventions within home visiting. It requires a solid understanding of how
features of interventions influence usage, and how context moderates this usage and the intended
links from intervention to outcomes. Early research using the Precision Paradigm is demonstrating
proof of concept: home visiting stakeholders can focus on interventions within models and can
define intended pathways from intervention to mechanisms of action to target behaviours. Thus,
the Precision Paradigm provides a framework for research to specifically test whether and how
variation in contextual factors influences usage and impacts on mediators. This knowledge can be
used to refine interventions to broaden and strengthen impacts across diverse families and
communities. This in turn can accelerate achievement of population-level improvements in
outcomes and health equity and can further address disparities in social determinants of health.
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Implications for Parents, Services and Policy
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, programs have had to innovate to creatively maintain
outreach to families, including virtual methods of service delivery. This further highlights the
importance of attending to what home visitors are expected to do and how they might broaden
and strengthen home visiting impacts through evidence-based tailoring of what they do. Because
of these constantly changing circumstances, understanding the lived experiences and
perspectives of stakeholders is essential in order to develop equitable, effective programs.
Researchers must create partnerships with programs in order to design more precise evaluations,
but also strive to capture the voices of the communities (including families) at each phase of the
evaluations.13
In short, precision home visiting can lead to services that are more closely aligned with family
preferences and needs, resulting in greater benefit in intended outcomes most relevant to them.
Precision will lead to more clarity in job expectations for home visitors and to more coherent
implementation systems. This precision can be felt at the policy level as well, as we shift from a
focus on evidence-based models to the evidence-based components within them.
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